Why AerData EFPAC?
Engine Maintenance Cost Planning

- Analytical Optimization
  - Intelligent algorithms
  - Full life cycle optimized
  - Best financial solution
  - Automation decision support

- Benefit from our expertise
  - We manage
    - 10,000+ Engines
    - 2,500+ Shop visits
    - $10 Billion + CMV

- Proven Industry Savings
  - 15% at phase-out
  - Best lease return selection
  - 10-15% reduction in annual maintenance budget

- Your Fleet Managed by Industry Experts

- Optimized Strategic Decision making
  - New engine selection
  - Fleet phase-out
  - Extension of lease
  - Minimal spare engines
  - Shop selection
  - PBH versus T&M

- 24/7 Support from our first line team

- ISAE 3402 Quality Assurance Standards

- Reliable & Secure Hosted solution
  - 99% Uptime Guaranteed